
CSR - GHRDC B-School Rankings Survey 

SCMHRD is one of the premier B-schools in India and has time and again proved that it is indeed the                    
best in producing world-class business leaders and entrepreneurs. SCMHRD’s illustrious alumni           

holding highest positions in numerous organizations across varied industries, are a testimony to this. 

SCMHRD demonstrated its merit yet again by securing 5th position under the “supreme B-Schools”              

category in the prestigious CSR - GHRDC B-School Rankings Survey 2020. With this glorious rank,               
SCMHRD placed itself in the B-Schools of topmost category. SCMHRD specializes in producing quality              
talent in the fields of HR, Marketing, Finance, Operations, Infrastructure Development and           

Management and Business Analytics. The institute believes that wholesome knowledge can be            
gained through experience and practical learning. Hence the intense academic curriculum is            
designed such that it prepares students to deliver their best and shine bright in their corporate                

careers awaiting them. 

SCMHRD climbed one position up from the last year rankings and stood first in the private B-School                 

category. SCMHRD has recently been accredited by AACSB. Achieving this is a great honour for               
SCMHRD since not more than 5% of the B-Schools around the globe have this accreditation.               
SCMHRD is one of the 14 B-Schools in India to have been accredited by AACSB. No other institute                  

under SIU has achieved this rare feat. 

Under Faculty, publication and research category, SCMHRD secured 5th position, jumping 4 positions             
up from last year. The top-notch faculty at SCMHRD possess outstanding industry and academic              
experiences. They are highly qualified and guide students at each and every step, bringing their               

practical and unique experiences to the table. 

SCMHRD secured 6th position under Placement, USP, Social Responsibility and Industry Interface            
category. SCMHRD has become one of the renowned names in the industry for delivering quality at                
the workplace. It is evident from the top-level companies’ visiting and offering the best profiles to                

the students of SCMHRD. 

SCMHRD has now become synonymous with high standards and brilliance. With the newest             
CSR-GHRDC ranking, SCMHRD has added another feather in its cap and commits itself to continue               

the journey ahead with an unflinching resolve to deliver excellence. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


